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WATCHES
Audemars Piguet

Blacksand

Blancpain

Cartier

Chanel

Chaumet

This smaller version of the iconic
model is adorned with a bezel set
with 40 brilliants and the renowned
silvered “Grand Tapisserie” dial,
displaying white gold index and
hands. The 33 mm steel case
embraces a quartz movement that
drives the hour, minute and calendar
(set in an aperture at 3 o’clock)
functions. This exquisite timepiece is
also available in rose gold with a
leather or metal strap.

Its highly-decorated dial features 4
gold turtles swimming in an ocean of
precious stone power; 3 of the
turtles are set with an emerald whilst
the shell of the 4th opens unto the
jumping hour window. A 1st disc set
between 5 and 7 o’clock displays
the minutes whilst a 2nd features
the phases of the moon at 3 o’clock.
This white gold case houses an
automatic movement that drives all
these functions.

A majestic silk-petalled flower, a
marquetry-styled white mother-ofpearl corolla surrounded by a double
band of diamonds like a crown,
blossoms at the heart of this
incredibly-feminine timepiece. Its
automatic, slimline movement,
nestled in the 37 mm white gold
case, breathes life into the hours,
minutes and date displayed at 3
o’clock, and offers an amazing power
reserve of 100 hours.

Play on shapes, on light, on colours:
the pink and green shimmering
mother-of-pearl dial houses the
workings of a mechanism, set with
brilliants, including a small mobile
dial featuring hours and minutes. Its
42.8 mm white gold case embraces a
quartz movement and is mounted on
a white canvas strap. This fun-filled
yet highly-elegant piece incorporates
508 (3.7 carats) brilliant-cut
diamonds.

Chanel’s iconic model wraps itself in
a delicate, absolutely-elegant
harmony of whites and pinks. The 29
mm case, with its long, whiteceramic robe, subtly decorates its
face with opalescent mother-of-pearl
and crowns the timepiece with a
pink sapphire diadem. A few
precious details such as the 8
diamond-covered indexes and the
rhodium-plated numerals and hands
add the finishing touches to this
beauty ritual.

Amazing? No! Really amazing? Yes!
A wonderful explosion of colours
with its baguette-cut violet sapphire
and green tsavorite-paved bezel
encircling a mauve dial, this violet
titanium and white gold-cased
timepiece is powered by an
automatic movement. Hours are
illustrated by luminescent hands
running round 8 indexes, each set
with 2 tsavorites, and 3 large
numerals.

Bovet

Breguet

Chopard

Delaneau

An exquisite piece of jewellery, this
timepiece embraces 12 brilliants in
its mother-of-pearl heart to mark the
hours and minutes, and a
magnificent rose set with a hundred
diamonds. The bezel and lugs, which
clasp the strap fashioned with
Japanese pearls and white gold
gem-set spheres, are also paved
with diamonds. The 39 mm white
gold case houses an automatic
movement that drives the two
serpentine hands.

A profusion of diamonds and
delicate, precious lace tightly
clutching a mother-of-pearl dial
embraces a white gold oval case.
The automatic movement that it
hosts drives the hours and minutes
on a sub-dial. The crown, set at 4
o’clock, is adorned with a briolette
diamond, a diamond-paved sphere
and a magnificent 1.20-carat ruby.
Its red satin strap is decorated with
a folding clasp set with 26 brilliantcut diamonds.

As soon as you cast your eye on this
blue-hued dial filled with little
creatures of the sea, you feel like
you are diving into a precious ocean
where you are going to cross the
paths of friendly clownfish. 3 fish
with rose gold bodies covered in
yellow sapphire, tsavorite and ruby
scales, swim peacefully in the 36
mm rose gold case set off with a
precious-stone-paved bezel.

A winter-blue-coloured cherry tree
branch unfurls against a grey
backdrop on an enamel and gold
dial. The techniques used to enhance
this tree that symbolizes renewal of
life reflect Delaneau’s incredible
creativity and craftsmanship: grand
feu, champlevé and grisaille
enamelling and setting. The white
gold, diamond-set (205 diamonds)
case houses an automatic
movement..

Royal Oak

Amadeo Fleurier 39 joaillerie
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Continuity Sea Turtle

Marie-Antoinette Dentelle

Women

Temps Moderne

J-12

Happy Fish

Class One Etonnante

Cerisier hiver
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